
Can Di�erential Equations Compute?Tehnial Report UT-CS-01-459Brue J. MaLennan�Computer Siene DepartmentUniversity of Tennessee, Knoxvillemalennan�s.utk.eduMay 8, 2001AbstratComputationalism is based on the idea that ognition is omputation, butonnetionism raises the question of whether or not a physial system obeyingdi�erential equations is omputing. This issue may be addressed by drawingseveral important distintions: (1) among various forms of disrete and ontin-uous omputational proesses, (2) between these abstrat proesses and theironrete physial realizations, (3) between these abstrat and onrete proessesand their desriptions (e.g. as equations), and (4) between two senses of \solv-ing" a set of equations. Based on these lari�ations, it is argued that whethera biologial system is omputational depends on its funtion in a biologialontext.Keywords: analog omputation, omputationalism, di�erential equation,onnetionism, dynamial hypothesis, multiple instantiability, funtion, sym-boli1 IntrodutionCan di�erential equations (DEs) ompute? This issue arises only beause of a on-uene of two ideas. On the one hand we have omputational theories in ognitivesiene, inspired by the digital omputer and Turing mahines, and their philosophialonsequenes suh as we �nd in Searle's Chinese Room Argument. On the other handwe have the rise of onnetionist and dynami-systems theories in ognitive siene,�This report may be used for any non-pro�t purpose provided that the soure is redited.1



whih are based on analog omputation and di�erential equations. Analog omputa-tion hallenges many of the assumptions routinely made about (digital) omputationas embodied in ognitive siene.But is analog omputation genuine omputation? And if so, what distinguishesan analog omputer, obeying DEs, from other physial systems obeying DEs? Or asit is sometimes put, must we say that the solar system is omputing (viz., Kepler'slaws), and if not, why not?I will give a brief answer to this question here, sine I have already disussed it inmore detail elsewhere (MaLennan 1994b). In general, I have tried to avoid tehnialterms (e.g. \symbol") that may be loaded with misleading onnotations.2 ComputationWe may de�ne omputation as a mathematial proess involving mathematial re-lations among mathematial objets. By \mathematial" I do not intend to restritomputation to numbers or other quantitative objets, but to stress their abstratnessand formality. (That is, for Platonists, they exist in the realm of \forms.") For asimple example of a omputation we may take a ontinuous, two-dimensional Fouriertransform, suh as might be applied to an image in an arti�ial or natural visionsystem.A omputational proess is de�ned over a mathematial domain, whih may beontinuous or disrete, and the proess may proeed in disrete or ontinuous abstrattime. (Continuous time orresponds to the ordinary, real ontinuum; disrete timeorresponds to a sequene of isolated instants, for whih order is the only signi�antproperty; see also van Gelder 1998.) Thus we may distinguish three distint kinds ofproesses and hene of omputations:Type C: a ontinuous-time proess over a ontinuous state-spae.Type CD: a disrete-time proess over a ontinuous state-spae.Type D: a disrete-time proess over a disrete state-spae.(The fourth possibility, a ontinuous-time proess over a disrete state-spae, doesnot seem to be a oherent possibility, so far as I an see; apparent examples turn outto be C or D when analyzed arefully.) We an also have a hybrid omputation,but its individual omponents or phases will be one of these three types. I shouldadd that these types are mathematially de�ned and exat; it is not an impreiselassi�ation. This lassi�ation is based on two ommon abstrations of time: asa one-dimensional ontinuum or as a sequene of disrete events. (There are other,less-ommon abstrations of time, whih may be in fat more relevant to psyhology.)Examples: Di�erential equations de�ne type C proesses. Conventional algo-rithms over the integers de�ne type D proesses. An iterative algorithm over the realnumbers (suh as Newton's algorithm) de�nes a type CD proess.
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In passing I should mention that omputations are often representational. Thatis, there is often some systemati mapping from the states, proesses, et. to a \do-main of interpretation." However, I have shown in MaLennan (1994b) that suhinterpretability is neither a neessary nor a suÆient property of omputation.3 RealizationsNext we may onsider physial realizations of omputational proesses; we may allthese omputers for onveniene. Here we have a physial proess involving physi-al relationships among physial states (objets, quantities, et.) proeeding in real(physial) time.A physial realization of a omputation is exat when the physial system isapable of representing all the relationships of the mathematial system (i.e., therelationships relevant to the omputation). Tehnially, there is a homomorphismfrom the physial system to the mathematial system: the physial system has allthe mathematial struture needed for the omputation, but may have additional,irrelevant struture. (For more on realizations see MaLennan 1994a, 1994b.)However, many realizations are only approximate; that is, the physial omputerdoes not realize perfetly the abstrat omputation. For example, a physial deviefor omputing a Fourier transform may not do it aurately for all possible inputs (itmay be possible to overload it, it may introdue noise or error, and so forth).An approximate physial realization of a omputation need not be of the sametype as the abstrat omputation. That is, a ontinuous physial system may (ap-proximately) realize a disrete omputational proess or vie versa. (For example,we may use digital omputation to realize approximately a ontinuous 2D Fouriertransform.)However, it is important to be lear that we are onsidering the disreteness orthe ontinuity of the physial system at the relevant level of analysis (whih maynot be unique and is often determined pragmatially). That is, while it is absolutelypreise whether a omputation (qua mathematial system) is ontinuous or disrete,it is somewhat open whether an approximate realization is ontinuous or disrete. (Itis normally appropriate to treat a digital devie as disrete, but at a lower level ofanalysis it's ontinuous, and so forth.)The ability to have alternative physial realizations is what onstitutes the \mul-tiple instantiability" of omputational proesses. On the one hand this is simply aonsequene of the fat that omputational proesses are abstrat, formal, mathe-matial proesses, whih an be instantiated in di�ering onrete, physial systems.On the other hand, what makes suh physial systems omputational is that theirsole funtion is the realization of the abstrat system. (Thus, establishing a physialsystem as omputational, i.e., as realizing a omputation, requires establishing thesystem's funtion, an issue addressed in Setion 6.)
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4 DesriptionsWe must distinguish a omputational proess from mathematial desriptions of thatproess. Thus a Fourier transform might be desribed by a ertain integral, and otheromputations may be desribed by di�erential equations (DEs) or �nite di�ereneequations (FDEs). Mathematial desriptions are disrete representations, i.e., theyare expressed in a language of �nite formulas omposed of disrete tokens belongingto a �nite alphabet of disrete, de�nite types.It is not true that all omputations an be desribed mathematially | even by a(de�nite) sequene of approximations. The simplest way to see this is to observe thatthe set of all possible mathematial desriptions is denumerable, whereas the set of alltype C or CD proesses is not denumerable. (To understand why, observe that mostreal numbers are not desribable, even by a omputable sequene of approximations,sine the set of suh approximations is denumerable, whereas the real numbers arenondenumerable.)Another reason it is important to distinguish a omputational proess from de-sriptions of that proess is that typially there are multiple desriptions of the sameproess. For example, the same ontinuous-time proess might be desribed as (open-form) di�erential equations or as a losed-form solution to those equations. Also, aomputation might be desribed approximately, if that is more useful (e.g. for math-ematial manipulation of the desription).So the ontologial position I am implying is that a omputation, as realized forexample by various physial systems, is prior to any desriptions we may formulateof that omputation. This impliation is espeially important when dealing withomputation in a biologial ontext. (I will deal in Setion 5 with omputations thatare generated from a desription, e.g. the exeution of omputer programs.)Likewise we must distinguish the physial proesses realizing a omputation fromdesriptions of those proesses (i.e., distinguish the omputer from desriptions of theomputer). Typially the physial system an be analyzed at many di�erent levelsand desribed in di�erent ways at eah of these levels. Thus, at one level a ip-opin a digital omputer hanges state disretely; at another it obeys DEs and hangesstate ontinuously.5 Solving EquationsNext I'll say a few words about di�erential equations (DEs), �nite di�erene equations(FDEs) and their solution. Both DEs and FDEs desribe a proess in terms of thehange of state at a single, arbitrary point in time. For a DE the state is desribed ashanging in ontinuous time, for an FDE it hanges in disrete time. (This of ourseis the mathematial desription; the system itself need not behave the same way andthe desription an still be approximately orret, as, for example, when a ontinuousproess is desribed by FDEs.) \Open-form" desriptions of proesses (suh as DEs4



and FDEs), whih desribe state hange at a single, arbitrary point in time, maybe ontrasted with \losed-form" solutions of these equations, whih give the statediretly, independently of its history.But we must be areful when we talk about \solving" DEs or FDEs. When amathematiian talks of solving a DE, he or she usually means �nding a losed-formsolution to the DE. Thus he or she is manipulating one disrete, symboli struture(the DE) to get a di�erent disrete, symboli struture (a formula for the losed-formsolution). A �nite di�erene equation an be solved in exatly the same way and byexatly parallel tehniques (one of the beautiful symmetries in mathematis). (It is nooinidene that the primary tool in eah ase is a alulus [a type D omputationaldevie℄: the integral/di�erential alulus for DEs, the summation/di�erene alulusfor FDEs.)We must distinguish this sense of \solving" a DE (or FDE) from \simulating" thesystem desribed by it. In the latter ase we onstrut a system that follows or obeysthe equations; i.e., we onstrut a system for whih the equations are a good (perhapsapproximate) model. In suh a ase a mathematiian may speak of \integrating" or\numerially solving" DEs, but that is an extended sense of \solving," sine it isusually used when solving the equations in the primary sense is impossible. However,it is better to speak of a simulation, sine the behavior unfolds in time as desribedby the DEs or FDEs.This sort of simulation is what takes plae in a general-purpose omputer of anykind (analog or digital). Suh a omputer is given an open-form desription of theproess (e.g. DEs or FDEs), whih it then simulates with more or less �delity. The de-sription is obeyed by the general-purpose omputer, so that for the none it beomesa speial-purpose omputer realizing the desired spei� omputation.I should mention in passing that I am restriting my attention to �nite, disretedesriptions of proesses, sine that is what is meant normally by a \desription,"i.e. a mathematis- or language-like desription. On the other hand, it is possibleto entertain ontinuous \desriptions" (representations), and ontinuous \desriptiveimages" of this sort may be important in the theory of general-purpose or universalanalog omputers; see MaLennan (1995).6 ConlusionsPerhaps now I an bring this disussion bak to the question of whether DEs omputeand diretly address some questions raised in email from Stevan Harnad (1999).\What is the di�erene between di�erential and di�erene equations whenonsidering their omputational abilities?"Both DEs and FDEs may be used to desribe omputational proesses. DEs arebest for desribing type C omputations; FDEs are best for types CD and D. (FDEs
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are traditionally de�ned over numerial state spaes, but they may be extended tonon-numerial domains [MaLennan 1989℄. In this extended sense, all onventional[i.e. digital℄ omputer programs are FDEs. Similarly, DEs may be extended to non-numerial domains.)FDEs may approximate DEs and vie versa. (I do not believe that we haveyet the appropriate theoretial framework for addressing di�erenes in the ompu-tational power of DEs and FDEs, arguments about Turing Mahines approximatingDEs notwithstanding.)\Why/how is solving di�erential equations not `omputation'?"There are several senses in whih \solving DEs" may be omputation. If by \solv-ing" you mean manipulating the mathematial expression of the DEs to get a mathe-matial formula for the losed-form solution, then this (to the extent it's algorithmi)is omputation of the familiar disrete, symbol-manipulating variety. Alternately, wemay take \solving" in the extended sense, in whih a system is \solving" a systemof DEs when its behavior an be desribed (perhaps approximately) by those DEs.Here, the desription of the system by DEs has nothing to do with whether it's om-putation or not. Many systems may be desribed by DEs, but are not omputing.(And, onversely, omputations need not be desribable by DEs.)For example, in an analog omputation ertain abstrat quantities may be repre-sented as well by water pressure and ow rate as by eletrial voltage and urrent.However, your eletrial power outlet annot ful�ll its funtion by delivering a 60 Hzwater stream, even though it may be desribed by the same DEs.So we have the question of whether a partiular physial system, desribed by DEs,is omputing. That is, we must ask whether the funtion of the physial system is torealize some abstrat omputation. (E.g. a lens an realize a ontinuous 2D Fouriertransform, but that does not imply that every lens is performing that omputation.)This question an be answered empirially, but we must aknowledge that establishingfuntion may be problemati, espeially when dealing with biologial systems, whihoften have multiple funtions. \Multiple instantiability" provides one operational test,but it will not be possible always to say whether a system is purely omputational;there will also be borderline ases. Nevertheless I think we an safely say that manybrain systems are omputational in the general sense outlined here (i.e., types C andCD as well as D). (See MaLennan 1994b for more on identifying omputation inbiologial systems.)7 Referenes1. Harnad, S. (1999) Why are di�erential equations not algorithms? Letter postedto \m302 skywriting list," 4 May 1999.
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